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Abstract. Structural colors are optical phenomena of physical origin, where microscale and nanoscale structures determine the reflected spectrum of light. Artificial structural colors have been realized within recent years. However, multilayer structures require substantial fabrication. Instead we considered one-layer surface textures of silicon. We explored four patterns of square structures in a square lattice with periods of 500, 400, 300, and 200 nm. The reflectivity and daylight-colors were measured and compared with simulations based on rigorously coupled-wave analysis with excellent agreement. Based on the 200-nm periodic pattern, it was found that angle-independent specular colors up to 60 deg of incidence may be provided. The underlying mechanisms include (1) the suppression of diffraction and (2) a strong coupling of light to localized surface states. The strong coupling yields absorption anomalies in the visual spectrum, causing robust colors to be defined for a large angular interval. The result is a manifestation of a uniformly defined color, similar to pigment-based colors. These mechanisms hold potential for color engineering and can be used to explain and predict the structural-color appearance of silicon-based textures for a wide range of structural parameters. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JNP.8.083988]
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1 Introduction

Structural colors are optical phenomena of physical origin, where microscale and nanoscale structures determine the reflected spectrum of light, although an unambiguous definition has not been settled yet. The mechanisms of structural colors are categorized into thin-film interference, multilayer interference, diffraction-grating optical effects, and photonic crystal effects. Two examples of structural color are silicon nanowires on oxide thin-film creating color specific resonant scattering and the Morpho butterfly reflecting omnidirectional blue light due to a multilayer topography. Artificial multilayer topographies require substantial fabrication. In this article, we investigate the structural color appearances from single-material one-layer surface textures, which in our view is better up-scalable compared to typical approaches for structural coloration. We consider silicon as a high-index model system for nanostructured dielectric surfaces suitable for polymer replication methods, such as imprint/embossing and injection-molding. The reflectivity mode devices discussed allow for a number of applications, where surface decoration provides color effects, for example logos, text decoration, or line art. The reflectivity of daylight colors is measured and compared to rigorously coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) simulations, to identify different regimes and predict color appearance. Our study...
provides an engineering method to specify a physical surface grating texture that will yield a desired novel angle-independent structural color, quantified by color measurements.

The experimental work presented here is based on four samples, each of size of $1 \times 1$ cm$^2$, of artificial nanostructures fabricated on a single wafer using electron beam lithography and dry etching. The patterns, characterized as diffraction gratings, consist of square structures in a square lattice with periods of 500, 400, 300, and 200 nm. Scanning electron microscope images of the four samples can be seen in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). The overall structures appear more rounded as the period decreases. The heights of the structures are measured by atomic force microscopy (not shown) to be around 180 nm. Figures 1(e)–1(h) show photographs without subsequent software adjustments of the wafer illustrating the angular dependence of the reflected light under daylight illumination from a window. In particular, Fig. 1(e) illustrates the near-normal incidence specular colors of the four samples. In Fig. 1(f), a photograph is seen, taken along the diagonal axis and $\sim 45$ deg normal to the surface. Here, significant shifts in color have occurred compared to normal incidence. In general, the samples display a rich variation of reflected specular and diffraction-based colors, except for the area with a 200-nm period that seems to retain a more homogeneous color.

2 Theory

For background, the reflectivity and transmission angular distribution of periodic structures are given by the well-known grating equation,$^4$ which qualitatively describes the studied two-dimensional (2-D) system:

\begin{equation}
    n_1 \sin \theta_{in} - n_1 \sin \theta_{in} = \frac{m\lambda}{\Lambda}, \quad \text{(reflec.orders)},
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
    n_2 \sin \theta_{m} - n_1 \sin \theta_{in} = \frac{m\lambda}{\Lambda}, \quad \text{(trans.orders)},
\end{equation}

where $n_1$ and $n_2$ are the refractive indices of the incident medium (air) and transmission medium (silicon), respectively, $\theta_{in}$ is the incident angle of the light, and $\theta_{m}$ is the angle of the $m$'th order

![Fig. 1 Silicon structural colors. (a–d) Scanning electron microscope images 1.00 $\mu$m wide of the four periodic samples. (e–h) Photographs of the four samples from different angles. In (e), the camera is slightly tilted around 10 to 15 deg compared with normal incidence to avoid lens reflections.](image-url)
reflectivity, both with respect to the surface normal, see Fig. 4(a). The transition from a non-diffractive to a diffractive reflective grating occurs at the corresponding Rayleigh wavelength, \( \lambda_R(\theta_{in}) = \Lambda (\sin \theta_{in} + 1) \), where first-order \( (m = 1) \) emerges at glancing angle and the redistribution of energy results in an anomaly (rapid variation) in the specular reflectivity. In addition, a resonance type linked to leaky surface modes exists.\(^6\)

In order to study these surface modes, finite element method frequency simulations are performed for the corresponding one-dimensional (1-D) grating in order to investigate near-field properties in side-view. A TM electromagnetic wave is normal incident on the 1-D grating, and a periodic phase-matched Floquet (Bloch) boundary condition is used. Results from a commercial available solver (Comsol 4.2, COMSOL Inc., Burlington, Massachusetts) can be seen in Fig. 2. It seems that a confinement of light, in the form of a high-electric field magnitude, occurs between the corners for wavelengths around 650 to 700 nm. The field is “short-circuited” between the vertical walls of the grating as described by Hessel and Oliner,\(^6\) to the extent that the corners almost appear to function as classical electromagnetic antennas. The field is concentrated in the air \( (n = 1) \). The boundary conditions force a discontinuity of the perpendicular electric field at the vertical grating walls due to the index contrast between the dielectric material and air, also utilized in the operation of slot-waveguides, as described by Almeida et al.\(^7\)

In Fig. 3, the specular reflectivity calculated by RCWA for a 2-D grating is plotted as function of height and frequency. A period of 300 nm, a filling factor of 25%, a height of 180 nm, and a refractive index of 4.0 are used. The axes are normalized with respect to period exploiting the scale-invariance of Maxwell’s equations in the nondiffractive grating regime. In general, Fig. 3 holds great complexity. The features of reflectivity can be categorized into nonasymptotically features limited to certain heights and asymptotically features present at even large values of height. Regarding the nonasymptotically features, we find that they have similarities with the TM polarization features of the corresponding 1-D grating, similar to the results in Fig. 2. Regarding the asymptotically features, there exists no direct 1-D analogy. Instead, the authors find by band-structure calculations that these features to some extent can be understood as coupling the in-plane H-field to the corresponding 2-D photonic crystal modes at the \( \Gamma \)-point.

2.1 Color
The color of an object is the result of a complex interaction between the light source \( S(\lambda) \) incident on the object, the reflectivity of the object \( R(\lambda) \), and the observer. In the CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) 1931 XYZ-model,\(^8\) colors can be defined on integral form:

![Fig. 2 Finite element method simulations of one-dimensional periodic grating and normal incidence TM electromagnetic wave. Contour plots of the electric field magnitudes with the air region to the left and the grating region to the right. Period 300 nm, width 150 nm, height 180 nm, and refractive index 4. (a–j) Total field magnitudes in millivolts per nanometers for an input power of 1 W. Numbers are wavelengths in nanometers. (k) Scale bar with a maximum of 1.5 (mV/nm).](image-url)
with normalization $C \equiv \int_{0}^{\infty} S(\lambda) \bar{X}_{\text{obs}}(\lambda) d\lambda$. Furthermore, we may define the chromaticity coordinates, independent of brightness $x \equiv X/(X + Y + Z)$, $y \equiv Y/(X + Y + Z)$. The parameters $(\bar{X}_{\text{obs}}, \bar{Y}_{\text{obs}}, \bar{Z}_{\text{obs}})$ describe the spectral sensitivity of the observer. Here, we use the 1978 Judd Vos correction of the CIE 1931 2° observer and the ISO/CIE standard illuminant D65. In order to accurately present color values, a conversion between the device-independent CIE-XYZ model and device-dependent outputs on a display (RGB) or paper (CMYK) is needed. Here, we adopt the sRGB conversion for display. The grating scattering properties based on tabulated optical properties of silicon are studied by RCWA, using a commercial solver (GD-Calc, KJ Innovation, Santa Clara, California).

The influence of specular and diffusive reflections on color perception under different light conditions has been discussed for a long time. In this letter, we focus on specular color effects. Conventionally, in color analysis, the specular part is often subtracted to give a more accurate description of color. However, in the case where the specular reflection provides a constant distinct output spectrum for a wide range of angles, the manifestation can be a more homogeneous color perception, if the illumination instead contains a diffusive component. The concept is justified by the photographs of Area 4 in Fig. 1.

### 3 Experimental Results

Reflection measurements are performed for TE/TM (not shown), and unpolarized light, using a xenon lamp (HPX-2000), two rotational stages, and a spectrometer (Jaz, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida). The broad-spectrum white light from the xenon lamp is coupled via a multimode fiber to illuminate the sample at an angle of incidence $\theta_{\text{in}}$. The reflected light is collected at an observer angle $\theta_{\text{obs}}$, by the end of a multimode fiber and led into the spectrometer. With the definitions in Fig. 4(a), specular reflectivity is given by $\theta_{\text{obs}} = 2\theta_{\text{in}}$. The measurements are performed for $\phi_{\text{in}} = \{0 \text{ deg}, 45 \text{ deg}\}$, which is the maximum disparity for a symmetrical quadratic pattern. The absolute reflectivity is calculated using a reference measurement before and after each measurement.

The most important experimental results are plotted in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(b), the measured specular reflectivity of the sample with a period of 300 nm can be seen as function of wavelength and angle of incidence for $\phi_{\text{in}} = \{0 \text{ deg}, 45 \text{ deg}\}$. The near-normal incidence measurements

---

**Fig. 3** Specular normal incidence reflectivity of a two-dimensional (2-D) square grating as function of normalized height and frequency simulated by rigorously coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) (350 × 400 points). Blue color indicates low reflectivity and red color indicates high reflectivity. A contour level of 0.3 corresponds to 30% of reflectivity. Refractive index 4. Dashed lines: 180-nm height. 

$$\begin{bmatrix} X \\ Y \\ Z \end{bmatrix} \equiv C^{-1} \int_{0}^{\infty} S(\lambda) R(\lambda) \begin{bmatrix} \bar{X}_{\text{obs}}(\lambda) \\ \bar{Y}_{\text{obs}}(\lambda) \\ \bar{Z}_{\text{obs}}(\lambda) \end{bmatrix} d\lambda, \quad (3)$$
show a distinctive minimum at a wavelength of 640 nm, corresponding to a normalized frequency of $\Lambda/\lambda = 0.47$ and a normalized height of $h/\Lambda = 0.58$, which by the simulations displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 are found to indicate a resonance anomaly behavior with strong coupling to a leaky surface wave.\(^6\) The relatively high reflectivity for short wavelengths can be explained as a combination of a rapidly increasing refractive index of silicon for short wavelengths and the absence of anomalies for the particular parameters.\(^9\) Regarding angular dependence, the distinctive line of low reflectivity in Fig. 4(b) can be identified as the “Rayleigh line,” meaning that diffraction in the visual spectrum does not occur until 15-deg incident angle. Thereby, the measurements for a period of 300 nm capture the transition from the nondiffractive regime of exclusive specular reflectivity at normal incidence to the diffraction regime for larger incidence angles, also supported by the tendency of low reflectivity for wavelengths shorter than the Rayleigh line due to the appearance of higher reflectivity orders.

In Figs. 4(e)–4(f), the measured specular reflectivity of the sample with a period of 200 nm can be seen as function of wavelength and angle of incidence, performed for $\phi_m = \{0 \text{ deg}, 45 \text{ deg}\}$ in Fig. 4(a). A high near-normal incidence reflectivity for short wavelengths below 400 nm is seen together with a sharp feature of low reflectivity around 455 nm. The minimum corresponds to a normalized frequency of 0.44. Assuming that a filling factor of 25% and a refractive index of 4 is reasonable here, we read of Fig. 3 a minimum at 0.44 for a normalized height of 171 nm/200 nm = 0.86. Compared to the other three samples, the high-reflection wavelengths above 455 nm can be understood by the movement to the right in Fig. 3 away from the first air resonance and by the “scaling” of the normalized frequency, where the interval given by the visual spectrum is less broad compared with the 300-nm period. The scaling of the normalized frequency indicates the trade-off for small periods between avoiding diffraction for large incident angles and the normal incidence anomaly density, as the number of anomalies decreases for lower frequencies. Furthermore, it is clear that the anomalies do not shift wavelength for a large angle interval, indicating the coupling to an intrinsic localized surface state, and not a thin-film reflection from an effective medium, where a shift in minimum wavelength for larger incidence angles would have been observed. Regarding diffraction described by Eqs. (1) and (2), this does not occur in reflection mode until 64 deg for 200-nm periodic
structures in the visual spectrum ($\lambda_R = 380$ nm). Therefore, the structural colors originating from 200-nm periodic structures only exhibit minor angular dependence up to 60 deg incidence in all azimuthal directions, as seen in Fig. 4, due to the suppression of diffraction and the substituted strong coupling of light to localized surface states.

Besides measuring the specular reflectivity, one measurement for each sample is conducted as a sanity check, where the incidence angle is held constant at an angle of $\theta_{\text{inc}} = 70$ deg along the horizontal direction, while the observer angle is varied. The measured TM reflectivity can be seen in Fig. 4(d), confirming that the angle distribution of the reflectivity is due to diffraction described by Eq. (1), supporting that diffraction must be suppressed before coupling to surface states can be utilized for wide angular illumination.

4 Discussion

The calculated sRGB color values of the measurements and corresponding simulations are plotted and displayed as function of incident angle in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) for the horizontal ($\phi_{\text{inc}} = 0$ deg) and diagonal directions ($\phi_{\text{inc}} = 45$ deg). In terms of color, the sample with a period of 300 nm appears blue due to a low reflectivity of red light around the earlier mentioned minimum at 640 nm and high reflectivity around 400 nm. The shift to a brown/orange color at 30 deg incidence seen in Fig. 1(g) is due to the appearance of first-order diffraction cutting off the normal incidence features and the increase in Fresnel reflectivity for larger incidence angles.

![Fig. 5 Measured and RCWA-simulated silicon specular structural sRGB colors, scaled from 0 to 1, of the four samples as function of incident angle. (a) $\phi_{\text{inc}} = 0$ deg and (b) $\phi_{\text{inc}} = 45$ deg.](image-url)
The main differences between the horizontal and diagonal reflectivities, leading to shifts in color, can be understood by the shorter projected effective period $\Lambda_0$ seen by the diffracted light for the diagonal direction, ideally $\Lambda/\sqrt{2}$ for an incident angle of 90 deg. In general, the calculated colors in Fig. 5 are found by visual inspection to resemble daylight color accurately.

We may combine the colors portrayed here with the earlier measured diffraction results, by viewing a given grating sample under two incoherent light sources, such that the main specular reflectivity is observed using one source and a diffraction order is observed using the other source, similar to the red color seen in Fig. 1(g). As the diffraction order redirects light in the direction of the observer, the combination yields additive color mixing, in contrast to the specular absorptive colors. The implication, illustrated in Figs. 1(g) and 1(h), is the marvel of color effects taking place when the specular color appearances are accompanied by diffraction effects pointing to the difficulty of unambiguously defining structural colors.

Given the binary geometry used in this letter, what possible colors may be produced? In Fig. 6, an answer is given in the form of plotting the normalized chromaticity coordinates of normal incidence specular reflectivity simulations converted into a color via Eq. (3). Squared 2-D silicon gratings are modeled with parameters of 30- to 300-nm periods, structure heights of 120 to 300 nm, and filling factors between 10% and 90%. The color gamut seen in Fig. 6 indicates the possibilities of the technology. In general, it is found that colors become stronger for shorter periods below 240 nm.

One application for angular independent textures with periods in the 200 nm range is color reference cards used in the graphics industry. Today paper charts with pigments are used, which tend to fade after few years in service. The colors displayed in Fig. 6 can be fabricated in silicon with a high durability. With an appropriate coating applied to protect the nanostructures, the robustness and lifetime of the device may be significantly extended compared to current technology.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the structural color appearance of silicon diffraction gratings was examined based on four samples with periods of 500, 400, 300, and 200 nm. The reflectivity and
daylight-colors were measured and compared to simulations based on RCWA and CIE color theory. The method was used to predict the structural color appearance for a wide range of design parameters. Finally, nondiffractive angle-independent colors up to 60 deg of incidence may be provided by suppressing diffraction and instead couple to normal incidence absorption anomalies.
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